Strategic partners deliver
complete solutions with SMC³
About SMC³
SMC³ is the leading transportation data and solutions provider to the freight transportation community, More than 5,000
North American shippers, carriers, logistics service providers and technology partners rely on SMC³’s sophisticated LTL base
rates, content and expert bidding, rating and planning tools to make the best business decisions, achieve return on their
transportation investment and meet the dynamic demands of the market.

RateWare
LTL freight rating is complex. RateWare® XL lets shippers and 3PLs manage carrier pricing with ease. RateWare XL is the
most comprehensive rating and pricing solution of its kind, enhanced with a library of more than 3,500 data modules.
By switching from version 1.0 to RateWare XL 2.0, users can ensure that they experience no performance hiccups when
upgrading to the latest and greatest SMC³ solutions.
Features in the new RateWare XL 2.0 include:
RESTful APIs

Currency support

API layer versioning capabilities

Improved speed

CarrierConnect
CarrierConnect® XL provides the most accurate LTL transit times and LTL carrier details available, compiling and
continually updating LTL transit times and LTL carrier service detail from more than 200 leading national, super-regional
and regional carriers across North America. With industry-leading speed, reliability and security, CarrierConnect XL
seamless integrates with TMS applications. With CarrierConnect XL 3.0, customers can access transit-time intelligence
through either RESTful APIs or SOAP API messaging.

CzarLite
SMC³’s modern base rate CzarLite® is an accurate reflection of current LTL freight flows, providing customers a reliable,
streamlined option when pricing out the cost of LTL freight transportation. The base rate can return accurate pricing using
both the classification and density rating system. Whether shipping 500 pounds or 8,000 pounds of freight, CzarLite
optimizes the rate implementation process and reduces rate negotiation complexity for all involved. The solution is a musthave for shippers seeking to operate efficiently and effectively as the LTL market continues to evolve.
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